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Last sub-committee submits recommendation
By June Cazek
The last sub-committee to complete its report on student funding
presented it's recommendations to
Student Council Friday. Council
passed the recommendations.
The most sweeping changes proposed in the Campus Service·and
Media groups subcommittee were
those for C.C.B. (College Center
Board). The Campus Service and
Media groups sub-committee
recommended that a Cultural Programming Board be set up, who

would plan all major events such as
concerts and picnics. In addition,
C.C.B. will dedicate at reast 30 percent of its special events line item
money for ethnic programming such as Black History month, Latin
Festival and ISA week events.
The Cultural Programming Board
will include representatives of each
of the ethnic minority groups, a
representative of Student Activities,
Residents Association, Greek
Cooperative Council, the Funded
Group advisory board and the
Womens Center.
The Service and Media Sub-

committee recommended that the
Independent form a editorial board
position of cultural editor, who
would keep in contact with the
ethnic minority group on campus,
and publish articles addressing their
needs and activities. The cultural
editor will be elected, as other Independent editors, by the editorial
board. Also, an Editorial Advisory
Board will be formed to aid the Independent with its recruitment and
training problems. The Editorial Advisory Board will be made up of
Faculty advisors from the Engli sh,
STM, Management Science and

Political Science departmeents, and
representatives from Student Activities, Public Information and
Athleti cs. The Editorial Advisory
Board will only advise on editorial
policy and contents, but First
Amendment considerations prevent
them from exercising power over the
lndependent's editorial board.
According to Vice President of
Student Services, Patrick Ippolito,
''.A. II of the funded groups will be
stronger as a result, these were progressive movements, and took a lot
of hard work." Mr. Ippolito said that
he supports the recommendation s
of the sub-committees, and believes

that they will increase the line of
communications between service
and Media groups, and the rest of
the student population.
The recommendations will now
go to a steering committee comprised of President Nathan Weiss,
Patrick Ippolito, a representative of
each of the ethnic minority groups,
the chairpersons, of each of the subcommittees, and a faculty administrator. If the proposals of the
three sub-committees are accepted
by the steering committee, they will
go to the Board of Trustees on
March 9.

KAOS spells chaos
(CPS)-A company is trying to involve some 45 campuses in a national version of the Assassination
Game - also known on various
campuses as Assassin, KAOS (Killing As an Organized Sport) and
other killer monikers - but its efforts seem to be, well, dying.
In the national contest, a firm called Clark-Teagle Industries Inc., promises contestant "killers" chances
to win an "on-the-spot" $1,000 cash
prize, a trip to the Bahamas for more
gaming, $5,000 in cash or an
expenses-paid trip for two to
Hawaii.
The grand prize differed according to how much the student paid
to register: $6.95 for the chance at
the Hawaii trip, and $8.95 for the
$5,000 cash prize.
But some students recruited to
spread news of the game - which
has generated campus controversy
ever since students at Oberlin and
the University of Michigan laid conflicting claims to having invented it
in the sixties - say the company
owes them money, and phone calls
to the firm's 800 number go
unanswered .
"They owe me $181 for distribution of materials (and in salary),"

says Notre Dame freshman Peter
Duman, who distributed 2,700
Clark.:reagle brochures after answering a classified ad placed by the
company.
Duman adds that, after two weeks
of unsuccessfully trying to reach
George Clements, a Sarasota, Fla.,
man apparently involved in trying
to organize the contest, someone
answered but then hung up when
Duman mentioned "Assassin:'
The same thing happened when
Duman called back trying to
disguise hi s voice, and when he had
his girlfriend call.
College Press Service also was
unable to reach anyone at the company's 800 number (1-800-PLAYERS)
post office box.
"My dad is a lawyer," adds
Duman. "I'm gonna ask him what
to do. If I don't collect, I will take
legal action."
When it heard of the game, Notre
Dame cancelled it. Vice President
of Student Affairs John Goldrick said
the game - in which studdents
hunt down and "shoot" student
"targets" with rubber darts - was
"inappropriate for a Christian community."

up tests and getting notes because
By June Cazek
Last Friday, Student Council classes were scheduled on Jewish
unanimously passed a motion that holidays. I am happy that the counKean be closed on two Jewish High cil realized the importance of these
Holy days, and on Martin Luther holidays."
Nadine Twaddell, Treasurer of StuKingJr:s birthday. Classes on the two
important Jewish holidays, Yorn Kip- dent Organization Inc. made the
pur and Rosh Hashanah, have often proposa l to the Student Council. "It
presented a problem for Jewish is important to realize that there are
students who could not attend on a significant number of Jewish students, and I feel that we should
those days.
Zionist Association of Kean presi- observe the Jewish holidays by closdent, Alan Shelton brought the pro- ing the school. In the past, my proposa I to the executive board of Stu- fesors have asked how many
dent Organizatin Inc. He said that students would not be in class
the idea for the motion began with because of the Jewish holiday, and
an October 30 letter to the editor if it was a significant number of
in the Independent entitled "Jewish students class was cancelled," she
Holidays ignored by Professors." in said.
George Star, Vice President of Stuthe letter, a student complained of
having to use her classmates notes dent Organization pointed out that
from classes scheduled on Jew ish many professors cancel class because they are observing the
holidays.
"This was not the first time we holidays. He believes that schools
_bad hear of this;' noted Mr. Shelton, should be closed for the high
"a number of Jewish students have holidays.
(Continued on Page 2)
reported having problems making

.

.

issue.:-

"It's not clear to me how we
would ban it," Suttle says. "We can't
control the private lives of our
students."
A number of schools have tried to
(Continued on Page 3)

or through its Washington, D.C.,

Student counicl as~ for
Jewish holidays to be rec~gnized

In
. this

Goldrick says he informed " individuals" at Clark-Teagle of the
ban, and the individuals had promised to refund to Notre Dame
students any registration fees they
received.
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By Ogaga Oboh
On February 81 the Kean College
Board of Trustees approved a conDr. Charles Kelly, faculty advisor
sent document for a C.I.D.M.
center (Computer Integrated)
Design Manufacturing Center)
which will support the programs in
the Technology Department.
For the 15th consecutive year,
The proposal was developed by
students form kean College of Ne
John Sladicka and Sombudha
Jersey will attend the 33rd Annual
Adhikari, both of whom are faculty
Harvard Model United Nations
members in the Technology DepartConference in Boston and at Harment. Kean Co llege now has to
vard University from Feb. 19-22,
develop a program proposal which
1987.
includes the actual design specifics
Fifteen full-time undergraduates
and costs.
and two part-time graduate students,
This program is supported in large
along with faculty advisor, Dr.
by a grant of 1.8 million dollars,
Charles P. Kelly, will participate in
which came from the New Jersey
a mock simu lation of the actual
Job Science and Technoogy Bond
United Nations. This year's student
Act. It was a competitive program
delegates, representing both Israel
in which kean Colleges proposal
and Sierra Leone, will ssume the
was judged against 40 other subroles of diplomats, engaging in formissions, which come to a total of
mal debates and informal "behind
88 million dollars, and only 23
the scenes" negotiation .
million dollars in available funding . .
As part of their . conference
The C.I.D.M . Center is going to
preparation, students are required to
be ended to the East end of the
submit position papers and/or draft
Technology department, towards
resolutions on Committee Agenda
the Hutchinson building. It will be
items, in addition to speech
a single floor extention, 109 ft. by
preparation for one of the agenda
41 ft.
items.
"We are projecting construction
During their preliminary tour of
to begin in April of 1988, and be
the United nations in New York,
completed by February of 1989,"
studens engaged in a question and
said Charles Kimmett, Vice Presianswer period with guest speakers
dent of Administration.
from Israel and Sierra Leone to
He felt that the use of computers
discuss the purposes and functions
is essential in today's world.
of the United Nations and, in par"We are very pleased and excited
ticular, their respective roles to this
to receive this grant. It will help the
governing body.
college in meeting it's goal to be a
The structure and organization of
computer intensive campus," Mr.
the HNMUN conference parallels
Kimmett concluded.
the original design of the U.N .,

Keen
-on Kean ... ... .... 5

for Kean delegation to Model U.N.

Students to attend Model U.N~

Music

B.S.U. Lip

News ..... ........ . 8

Sync ............... . 8

comprising the General Assembly
(GA), the commissions of the
Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC), the Security Council,
the International Atomic Energy
(IAEA), the Organization of
American States (OAS), the
Organization of African Unity
(OAU), and European Summit.
According to faculty advisor, Dr.
Kelly, "Each student participating in
the HNMUN will benefit immensely from this experience, gaining a
practical, hands-on perspective of
the complexities of global politics
and diplomacy not often realized
through cla sroom instruction. This
is a rare opportunity in participatory
education, whereby close to 1,300
students and their faculty advisors
from colleges and universities in the
United States, Mexico, and overseas
can exchange ideas and work
towards a common philosopy and
goal.
In past years, Kean College student delegates have successful ly
amassed achievements in 12/15
years of HNMUN attendance. In
1982, Kean studens were presented
with five awards in recognition of
superior over-all delegate and individual performance.
For further information, please
contact Susan Gordon, Institute for
Public Service, J-103, X 3152/3153.
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What's up at

• • •

The Freshman Center

''So, why are you bringing
one of THEM to dinner?''

The Counseling Center

Dear Connie·
Dear Connie,
I've been living in the dorms
since September and I' m not really
getting along with my roommates.
When that starts to bother me, I
have trouble concentrating and fall
behind in my schoolwork. If I don't
keep up with my classes now, I'll
never catch up. What should I do?
Signed Floundering
Dear Floundering,
, Moving away from home and taking on college academic stresses is
not an easy thing to do. It can be
difficult for anyone to get to know
and get along with new roommates.
Mutual respect is necessary and
peace and quiet needs to be all lowed during "Quiet Hours:' Everyone
needs to do his or her share of
chores and all need to discuss problems as they arise and be willing
to compromise.
For personal problems that are
difficult to resolve, try to: ca lm
down before you discuss issues; be

direct, but not hostile; and seek
help from a counselor ff you need
it. Allot enough time to your
schoolwork in a quiet place. If you
still have trouble meeting the requirements, seek help from either
on the particular subject or on study
skills. Your teachers ca n recommend reading labs which can help
and the counseling center has a program ca lled S.A,Y. which offers
specialized subject tutoring if you
fill out an application.
Also allow yourself relaxation
time. Either employ relaxation
techn iques or exercise to rejuvenate
yourself on a regu lar basis. Know
that the counseling center is here if
you need to talk and save some
room in your schedule for activities
you enjoy.
Sincerely,
Connie
NOTE: The Eating Disorders Group
will have its first meeting on
February 23, 1987 at 11:00 a.m. in
the Counse ling Center.

American Marketing Association

Marketing and
business majors invited
Whatever happened to all those
enthusiastic members w ho joined
Kean College Chapter of the
American Marketing Association?
Bring some of your good ideas to
the membership meeting and learn
more about your field of study while
still attending college. We are sure
you wi ll be grateful and at the same
time see what the AMA and the
members are up to.
Among the various activities that
the Kean College Collegiate
Chapter of AMA offered last
semester was the privilege of listening to guest speaker Jerry Rabadeau,
account executive from Prudential
Bache Securities. Several members
also enjoyed attending the seminar,
"Direct Marketing Day in New
York."
.
""
This semester we hope to get involved in competition such as the
County College of Morris' Marketing Case Study. On March 17 in
Willis Hall, room 300, 1:40-2:55,
Frank Walsh, VP/Administrator from

Atlantic Metal Products, Springfield
will be lecturing on the topic, " How
to Get a Job". Other activities for
this semester include a field trip to
SCHAFFNER INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION, Union. The trip
will cover Marketing and International operations in the United
States. · A tentative date is set for
April 7. We are also considering a
trip to the New York Stock
Exchange.
We would like to invite you to our
next meeting that is scheduled for
Tuesday, March 3, 1987, in Willis
300 during the college hour
(1:40-2:55). Judith Vitolo of Career
Planning Services will attend the
meeting to distribute information on
ca reer related workshops and
employment opportunities. We look
forward to hea rin g your ideas and
suggestions. Anyone wishin g to
become a member is encouraged to
attend. For more information ,
glease contact Dr. Helliwell, fac ulty advisor, Willis 403, 527-2642 .

-.----Attention All Students! - - Undergraduates and Graduates
HAS THE COST OF A HIGHER EDUCATION
GOTTEN THE BEST oF:.YoU? We're not sur~
prised, with tuition increasing by 8% to 9% per
year. Federal and State aid _cut backs ...
Academic Subsidies Research Group has_
academia's. financial an~wer! With access to
the largest computer bank of its kind containing private sources of college financial aid totaling over 4 billion dollars, ASRG guarantees to
find five to 25 sources of financial aid or YOUR
MONEY BACK! That's right! We guarantee to
match your individual interests, background and
q·ualifications with thousands of grants, scholarships and financial . aid awards from private
sources such as foundation·s, trust~, corpora-tions, professional and business groups,
religious and rraternal organizations. These
awards require NO pay back and are renewable.
SO DON'T DELAY! The time is now ... Call or
write .for FREE information.
Academic Subsidies Research Group
"Academia's Financial Answer "
Suite 1430, P.O. Box 703
Belle Mead, N.J. 08502
201-874-3294

By Gay Lu~sden, Director
Freshman Center

Aunt Susie's lip curls, ever so
slightly, as she drums her pointe_d
fingernails on the arm of her chair.
'We've never had one ofTHEM in
the house before;' she continus, " I
don't see why we should start now."
· you look frantically at your
mother for help, but she's frowning
silently. You can't figure out where
she stands.
" Now, wait a minute ..." you
start.
"You wait a minutee." Aunt Susie
obviously is just warming up. "You
thin"k you're such a smart college
kid. You've been listening to those
know-it-all professors over there.
Well, I believe that different people
shouldn't mix together. They think
differently ... they act differently
. . . I don't want to have to be at the
table with one of them .. ."
"You don't have to be here ..."
your mom says hesitantly.
"WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?" You
shout in exasperation. "You think
the only thing that counts is a person's color or religion? "
"YES!" Aunt Susie hisses. "And if
God had meant us to mix, he'd have
made us all the same:'
Whew. Aunti Susie is your family 's version of Archie Bunker.
Psychologists have a name for it.
They ca ll it the "Authoritarian Personality," and they say the Aunt
Susie type is "ethnocentric." Oh, an
Aunt Susie may be white or black

or brown or yellow, Catholic of
Jewish or Protestant or Muslim.
Whatever she is, she believes her
own race and religion are superior
to everybody else's. She may be "extrapu n itive"; that is, she may tend
to blame and punish others for
whatever goes wrong.
Will Aunt Susie ever change? Probably not. First of all, she was
brought up that way. Secondly, she
always lived in a community where
"they" were excluded; she went to
church where she knew only people who thought as she did; sh~
worked with " her own kind" whose
only ideas of people different from
themselves came from stereotypes
and bad jokes. She heard terrible
stories of what people of different
religions and races did and they
frightened her; she didn't know the
stories were lies made up by other
ethnocentric folks. She likes feeling
superior and she's afraid of finding
out that others are just as good and
just as worthwhile as she.. Maybe,
deep down, she believes she really
isn't as good as others and she has
to keep proving she's better by
believing others are worse.
It's truly sad. Aunt Susie will never
know the excitement of learning
how other people live and how they
feel. She'll never find out what they
laugh at, or taste the wonderful food
they cook. She'll never grow
because of the knowledge and
understanding different people can
bring her.
Besides being sad, however, it's

stupid. Because Aunt Susie lives in
a dosed I ittle world that just cannot exist for long. Today we live in
what a media theorist; Marshall
McLuhan, called "a Global Village:'
The cultures and the experiences of
the world are becoming more and
more inti mate as information
reaches us through the media, as
corporations send people back and
forth across the continents and the
oceans, and as people leave
repressive governments to resettle
on new shores.
Wherever we live, whatever we
do for a living, we will know many
different kinds of people. We will
work with others whose skin,
whose religion, whose culture are
different from ours. If we're smart, .
and if we care about the qua lity of
our own lives as well as the lives of
others, we wi ll get to know those
people.
What a great opportunity " we
have! We can enrich our own lives
as we learn about others, and we
can enrich theirs as they learn about
us. We can work together, with all
of our points of view, to make a
world in which we need not fear
each other nor tremble at our
differences.
Let's be gentle with Aunt Susie. ·
She really can't help it, and if we let
her make us angry, we'll only lose
our own perspective. "WE ARE THE
wqRLD ... WE ARE THE PEOPLE:' It's too bad Aunt Susie can't
be part of that.

Alumni Association

Alumni phonathon
Students and student groups have
always served as an integral part in
the succe ss of the · Alumni
Phonathon. The Alumni Association receives half of its Annual Fund
through the Phonathon. Alumni
who have not yet contributed to the
Alumni Annual Fund are telephoned and asked for a contribution.
Don't be shy! You'll be trained in
what to say and you'll do great!

35 PHONERS ARE
N,E,EDED EACH NIGHT
_/

Monday, March 9
Tuesday, March 10
Wednesday, March 11
Thursday, March 12
Monday, March 16
Tuesday, March 17
Wednesday, March 18
Thursday, March 19
Monday, March 23
Tuesday, March 24
Wednesday, March 25
Thursday, March 26

Phonathon '87
March 9 through 26
6:00 to 9:30 p.m.
Second floor,
Administration Building
/sandwiches & refreshments
will be served.

the Alumni Office by phone
(527-2526) or in person (Townsend
Hall, Room T-114) with your list of
dates and phoners by March 2nd.
The Alumni Phonathon is an important service project for your group
to help both the College and the
Alumni Association .

Your organ ization can phone as
a group o r individually. All monies
raised by you r members will be
credited to your group's total.
THREE GROUP PRIZES ($100, $75,
$50) will be awarded to the 3
groups raising the most money.
ONE INDIVIDUAL PRIZE ($50)
will be awarded to the individ ual
raising the most money. NIGHTLY
PRIZES wi II be awarded to each
member of the team raising the
most money, in addition to PRIZES

PLEASE NOTE: When you signup, there will be a phone reserved
for you. Our success depends on
the number of phoners working
each night. PLEASE ARRIVE PROMPTLY ON THE NIGHTS YOU ARE
SCHEDULED. Call the Alumni Office by 4:00 p.m. if it's necessary to
resched ule or cancel your time.
Thanks.

FOR ALL PHONERS.
WE NEED YOUR HELP! Please
sign up soon. Attached is a reservation sheet for your group. Contact

Earning your way
thru college

UPS CAN HELP
Loading and
Unloading
POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT
$8/HR., PLUS BENEFITS
Part Time Hours:

11 PM ·-3AM
5 PM - 9 PM
4AM-8AM
11 AM - 3 PM

5 DAYS A WEEK- EDISON and KENILWORTH LOCATIONS

Call for an Interview Between
the Hours of 9 to 5, Monday thru Friday
(201) 225-3200
Equal Opportunity Employer

K.A.O.S.
(Continued from Page 1)

keep the game off their campuses
during the years, citing dangers from
darts ·and even real bullets.
At Ca ll State - Long Bech several
years ago, for example, a police officer shot an Assassin playing student whom he mistook fo/. an armed criminal crouching between
campus buildings.
A University of Tampa ·student
broke a collar bone and another injured an ank le while playing the
game in 1984. A Third student was
hospitalized with injuri es sustained
while playing it.
Such incidents lead Yale's Suttle
to indi cate he woldn't hesitate trying to S:Ubvert the contest. " If I saw
anything posted, I would take it
down. And, we will hold individual
students accountable for their actions;' if only because the game can
be "dis ruptive."
.Sutt le says the Clark-Teagle
brochures smack of a "rip-off" in his
estimation, adding" 'fools and their
money are soon parted: "
" I don't think most Yale students,
looking at this, would be fooled ,"
he says.
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Sonia Johnson to speak March 4
In celebration of International
Women's History Month, Sonia
Johnson, feminist activist and peace
candidate for President, will speak
about "Feminism, The CenterPiece
of the Puzzle" on May 4 in the
Wilkins Theatre at 8:00 p.m.
A visionary thinker and radical
theorist, Ms. Johnson was
catapulted to prominence when she
was ex-communicated by the Mormon Church for her work in support
of the Equal Rights Amendment.
She wrote about these experiences
in the book "From Housewife to
Heretic" in which she described her
conversion to feminism and her
work for the E.R.A.
In the book she retold an incident
which she called her " epiphany".
Tormented by the conflict between

Mormon teachings and her belief
that women are entitled to equal
rights, she prayed to God, on her
knees, all night long, berating Him
for His unfairness to women. When
morning dawned and He had not
struck her dead, she a rose,
recognizing that God supported
feminism and determined to work
for those ideals.
Johnson founded Mormons for
the E.R.A. and during the closing
days of the struggle for ratification ,
fasted on the steps of the United
States Capitol Building to remind
the world of the injustice being
done to women.
In 1984 she ran as the candidate
of the Citizens Party for President of
the United States. She was the first
third Party candidate in history to
qualify to receive Federal matching

funds in the primaries. Following
the primaries, her candidacy was
overshadowed by another woman
runn ing for national office,
Geraldine Ferraro of whose candidacy she said it was "wonderful"
that Ferraro had been nominated to
run. Johnson continued to speak
out for women's rights and disarmament to encourage the Democratic
team not to ignore women's peace
issues.
Johnson's next book is scheduled
for release later th is year.
Tickets for the lecture are free
with a Kean College ID card and .
$3.00 for the general public from
the Wilkins Theatre Box Office. This
program is sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center and the
Townsend Lecture Series.

Announcing the Dow Jones student
achievement award in management
The Education Service Bureau of
Dow Jones and Company
developed the Wall Street Journal
• Student Achievement Award Program in 1948. Since its inception,
hundreds of colleges and univerFeminist leader, political activist, presidential candidate Sonia Johnson.
sities throughout the United States
· have chosen this award to honor
students whose academic performance is considered exceptional.
This award was brought to Kean
College by the College's chapter of
the Society for the Advancement of
Management (S.A.M.) and the
award critieria were determined by
1) Job Order#854 Business/Polit- 10) Job Order#897 Special Educa- a committee of faculty from the
ical Science/Public Administration tion/Early Childhood/Social Work Department of Economics and
Coop-Planning and Marketing Coop-Social Service Agency, 12-15 Management Sciences and repreCorp. , 15-20 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr., P/f. hrs./wk., PIT.
sentatives from the Executive Com2) Job Order#990 Marketing
mittee of S.A.M. in 1985, the year
Visit
the
Cooperative
Education
Coop-Marketing Assoc., 15-20
of the first award. Barbara Finger,
Office (Townsend Hall, T 209) and class of '85 and Philip Kosoy, class
hrs./wk., $4.00-$5.00/hr. , P/f. •
learn how Co-op can help you to of '86 were the previous winners.
3) )ob Order#989 Marketing
Coop-Medical Assoc., 40 hrs./wk., develop a career and life direction
and relevant work experience.
$4.50/hr. plus mileage, Fir.
The award consists of:
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or • A personally engraved desk orna4) Job Order#988 Computer
Science Coop-Muncipal Agency, senior status 3.0 or higher grade ment naming the student as the
point average. Academic credits
15-20 hrs./wk., Stipend, PIT.
5) Job
Order#983
Jour- {1-15) vary by department. Telephone
nalism/STM Coop-Television Sta- (527-2357) or visit for an
application.
tion, 12-15 hrs./wk., PIT.
Dr. Michael G. Helliwell
6) Job Order#973 CommunicaDirector
tions/English/Journalism Cooplet's
Cooperate
Together
Adverti sing-Marketin g Agency,

Cooperative Education Program

Coop jobs equal academic
credits salary work experience

winner of the Outstanding Student
Achievement Award in Management in 1987.
• His/her name mounted on a
permanently mounted plaque in the
Department identifying al I past
award recipients.
• A one year complimentary
subscription to the Wall Street
Journal.
• He/she and a guest will be the
guest of S.A.M . at its annual banquet at which time the award will
be presented, the slate of new officers will be announced and a prominent guest speaker will address
the membership.
Criteria for selection: (No.)
1. Cumulative GPA, representing
completion of at least 105 credits
(transfer students must have completed at least 45 credits at Kean).
Points will be awarded equal to the
GPA.
2. Achievement in "professional
courses". Points will be awarded
equal to twice the point value of the

grades earned . Points wi II be
granted only for courses completed
at Kean .
3. Student activity. Points will be
awarded for leadership, and participation in student organizations
and activities.
4. Additional points will be
awarded fro completion of each
semester of C0-0p; one point for
each completed semester.
Application Procedure:
1. Applications may be secured
from the Department Secretary, Mrs.
Winter, in W-405.
2. Applications must be submitted on or before 31 March 1987, addressed to Prof. Herbert S. Parker,
Dow-Jones Student Achievement
Award, W-405-l.
3. A report of grades from the
most recently completed se,nester,
indicating 0\/erall GPA and total
credits earned, shall be attached to
the application.
*For further detail see the Application form.

Fannie Lou Hamer

20-40 hrs./wk., Stipend, PIT, FIT.
7) Job
Order#963
Psychology/Sociology/Social Work
Coop-Socia l Service Agency, flexible hours, sa lary open, P/f.
8) Job
Order#966
Early
Childhood/Sepcial Education
Coop-Government Agency, 20
hrs./wk., $5.00/hr., PIT.
9) Job
Order#965
Journalism/English/STM
CoopHospital, flexible hours. Salary
Open, PIT.

~SlcJl9LW,,enify

A Post-Baccalaureate Program
in Liberal Arts for Minority
Students in

Biology
Chemistry • Economics
Mathematics • Physics
GRANTS AVAI LABLE :
A total of 20 fellowships : m the amount of
$7,500. plus tuition and medical benefits.

LENGTH OF AWARD :
One full year. and will be con tinued during the
graduate phase for successful students .
CONDITIONS OF AWARD:
Applicants should hold the Bachelor · s
degree tor expect to receive 11 before
September 1. 1987). and must have grade
point averages not lower than 2.5 on a 4.0
scale
A.PPLICATION PROCEDURE: Wrote or call
Post -baccalaureate Program in L.A
1050 Mackenzie Hall
Wayne State University
Detroit. Ml 48202
(313) 577-2309

APPLICATION DEAOLINE : March 16, 1987
Wayne Stale University is an Aflirmat ive Action ,
Equal Opportunily employer.

Remembering th~ ladies

Holidays

By Rita Martinez

(Continued from Page 1)

Many women took an active role
in the Civil Rights movement of the
'60s and rose to positions of leadership. They also stood side-by-side
with men on the front lines of the
fight and were physically brutalized for it.
Fannie Loe Hamer was one of
these women. She was one of twenty children born to poor sharecroppers in Mississippi and spent her
first 44 years working in the fields
of Sunflower County eking out a
meager existence with her husband
and children.
When a voter registration drive
began in hr town, she did not even
know that Blacks could vote but immediately saw the justice in it,
realizing that she could use her vote
to replace those who had not

"I have no problem with school
being closed on the two high Jewish
holidays," said Pat Ippolito, Vice
President of Student Services, "except that with two additional days
off of Fall semester (which is 15
weeks long) we may run into some
scheduling problems: However, he
noted, "students in the past have not
been penalized for not attending on
the holidays.
The proposal was ammended in
council to include Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday. Since it is a federal
holiday, there are no classes
scheduled anyway. Mr. Star and Ms.
Twaddell agreed that the amendment was not really necessary, but
Ms. Twaddell said it was included
by a general concensus of the
Council.

helped the poor and replace them
with people who would.
In August 1962 Hamer and seventeen others took a bus to the county seat to register. When she returned home, the proprietor of their
farm told her to withdraw her name
or leave immediately. She stood up
to him and refused to leave. She
spent the night with friends nearby.
That night shots were fired into the
house where she was staying, causing her to flee for her life.
Eventually she returned to the
county and continued to work in
the voter registration drive. In 1963
she was arrested while registering
voters. In jail she was viciously
beaten with leaded leather straps
and suffered permanent disabilities
because of it.
Hamer was a delegate to the 1964
Democratic Convention from the

Mississipii Freedom Democratic
Party which challenged the racist
regular organization. her eloquent,
televised speech about racism in
Mississippi and the beating she got
for registering voters was influential
in Lyndon Johnson's decision to
support the MFDP's demands.
Although MFDP delegates were not
seated, they forced the Democrats
to adopt rules barring any delegation that discriminated on the basis
of race.
Hamer spent her remaining years
working for the rights of all people.
She founded and operated a food
and farm collective for the poor in
her home state. Fannie Lou Hamer
will be remembered as a woman
who was transformed by the civil
rights movement and in the process
her goodness and dedication
transformed the movement.

Financial aid can help you!

$$$$
Discover the new way to
buy your next car.
No more shopping
around.
Call me and I will bring the
car of your choice to you.
Lowest prices.
Call 589-7456 ask for
J.R . or leave message.

Financial Aid procedures can be
an extremely overwhelming experience for incoming students and
their parents. Often misinformation
or lack of information will result in
students not receiving the financial
aid to which they are entitled . To
avoid unnecessary snags with financia l aid, we invite you to join John
Marcinski from the Financial Aid office and Phyliss jackelow from EEO
for the Financial Aid Workshop for
Parents on Family on February 25
in the Freshman Center, L-107 at
7:00 p.m. Any students interested in

attending the workshop may feel
free to do so. There will also be
three (3) other workshops held:
*March 3 - 1:40 p.m. - W-100

*March 10 - 1;40 p.m . - L-107
*March 17 - 1:40 p.m. - W-100
***These are specificallyfor
students!!!

Retraction
Last week's article on the scholarship budget cuts contained several
errors, the fault of the News Editor.
First, the president received a
$100.00 expense account, not
. $1,500.00 as reported . It was the Stu-

dent Council , not Finance Board,
who voted on the proposal. Finally, is is the President, Treasurer,
Assistant Treasurer, Vice President
and Secretary who receive money.
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Letters
Editorial
Out in the cold
The Kean College Campus School has existed in
its present format of two classes since 1968. Until
September of 1983, both classes consisted · of
children who were classified as communications
handicapped. In 1982, the State of New Jersey mandated programming for preschool handicapped
children ages 3-5 effective September, 1983. During the winter of 1982, a needs assessment was
conducted to determine the appropriateness of
establishing .a preschool handicapped program
within the campus school. A need for the program
was identified and commitments were obtained
from several school districts. The change was approved by the Board of Trustees. The preschool handicapped program began in September, 1983, and
joined one class for com munication handicapped
children .
At the time of its creation, school districts in the
region were hard pressed to provide these services
and gladly allowed Kean College of New Jersey to
fill a need, now law, and the demonstration classes
prospered for about two years. As individuals
became aware of the program, more demands were
made on local school boards and it became more
practical to establish programs within their districts
and most did. As a result, the demands for service
have diminished and it is a difficult task too fill the
slots. The program for three vear olds has been
populated at about a 50% rateforthepasttwo years.
One of the major roles a co llege can play in its
region is providing community services. Kean College of New _lersey responded to an imminent need
and fu lfilled ti,~t expectation in an exemp lary
fashion. However, another role for a college is to
anticipate future needs and be prepared to meet
those demands.
It is therefore recommended that the demonstration classes be cancelled, effective June, 1987, and
that the energies of the Department of Special
Education and Individualized Services be directed
in another promising direction.*
The campus school provides specialized services
to the handicapped and learning disabled childr-en
in the towns bordering Kean , children who otherwisewould not have the proper facilities to aid them
in their disabilities. Aside from this very important
fact the campus school also provides for hands-on
experience for students at Kean, who might otherwise have to go off campus for field experience.
This current situation enables students in various
majors such as psychology, special education, nursing and therapy to get first rate knowledge of their
future ca reers.
It is stated, in the proposal that "any use of space
and staff should be utili zed in an effort to maximize services to our students, the community and the
state." It is rumored that this extra space would
facilitate registration offices. If this is the case, that
would take care of the state, what about the community and the students? As stated before the current system provides for the disabled students in
the community, it is unclear then, how eliminating
this center would benefit the community. The current system also benefits students in the fields mentioned earli er, by taking away the opportunity for
experience, it would apparently be inconveniencing to them, rather then benefiting.
It is the opinion of this editor, that the elimination of the demonstration classes shou ld prove
detrimental to the students of Kean, as wel I as the
students in the community who will be left out in
the co ld.

*Excerpt taken from a proposal presented by School
of Education, Technology & Related Sciences ..

Squires out of service
Dear Editor,

This letter is to inform the staff,
students, and visitors of Kean College of the current status of the
Squires First Aid Squad. As ofTuesday, February 10th, Squires is out of
service for an indefinite period of
time. This is due to the fact that we
are desperately in need of new ambulances. Neither ambulance we
now possess is in the condition to
provide efficient care the members
of Squires have been trained to give.
We have been given the proposition of fixing up one of the ambulances with the money from selling the other. This poses a few problems: 1. The same problem we are
having now will be encountered a
couple of years down the line. If we

to wait until our ambulance is out
of maintenance?
I understand the fact that Student
acquire two new ambulances now, Organization is in no position to
they will suit our needs for approx- allocate any more funds to the
imately six years. 2. We cannot ef- Squires. If you think about it,
ficiently function with one am- Squires serves more people than
bulance. On numerous occasions , any other club or organization on
we have been faced with the pro- campus. We provide a service for
blem of having more than one pa- everyone without prejudice. We
tient at the same time. In case you provide a service that could mean
are not familiar with an ambulance, the difference between life and
they contain only one stretcher. We death. What we need right now is
cannot tel I one person that we can- your support. We need to be
not take them because the other is
recogni zed as the important
more serious. What if we have two organization that we are.
heart attack victims? Do we choose
Let me leave you with this one
the person we like best and take thought. Which is more important,
them? I hope we will not have to your life or pleasure?
resort to that. Also, ambulances are
Sincerely,
rigorously used and therefore break
Nancy Runyon
down often . Do we "have to tell a
House Sergeant/Rec. Sec.
seriously injured person they have
Squires F.A.S.

Wake up and participate

is no magical mystery, just your
Vote. At election time that is the

Dear Editor,

Freshmen, · Sophomores, Juniors,
and even you Seniors! WAKE UPI A
new year has begun and Spring is
here (or close) and that means elections for student government is right
around the corner. Hey, you - wake
up!
This is serious business. Serious
enough for you to ignore your
lackadasical tendencies for letting
everything go quietly aside. Come
on, be involved; don't let the
headlines in the Indy after this year's
elections read •~pathy Prevails at

Kean" or "Students don't give a !!!!".
Come this semester end, every position in student Organization with
the exception of the Treasure's position will be up for grabs.
If you are interested, reach out
and try to grab a leadership role for
yourself. And if you are not so bold
but think you have a contribution to
make, a position as a class representative is a great place to start.
Hey, I know what you are thinking, " we can't all be leaders'; right?
Well, have I got the perfect answer
for you. X. That's all it takes; there

most powerful force on campus and
it will be you who will be in
control.
So let us make this year the best
one ever in Kean College history.
Do whatever you have to do to remind yourself you have to vote, even
if it is tattooing the word "vote" on
your forehead. Become involved.
Make Kean Your Kean. Vote.
OHHHH WAKE UP!
Thank you .
Graham R. Blackman-Harris
Sophomoore Class Representative

Hands-on learning may be denied?
Dear Editor,

According to rumor, a proposal
has been presented to the Department of Special Education and Individualized Services involving the
closing of the Campus School at the
end of thi s semester 0une, 1987).
The Campus School consists of two
programs which serve developmentally delayed youngsters referred
from the towns of Union, Hillside,
Linden, Rahway, Roselle, Irvington
and other surrounding districts.
Both programs are run by certified
professional educators whose objectives are meeting the needs f
these children in the most productive learning environment possible.
I have been exposed to both programs in depth, having been a
teacher's aide in the Pre-school
Handicapped class for two years.
These programs are not only
beneficial to the remediction of
these children's disabilities, but are
an extreme asset to a variety of ma-

Communication
gap
Dear Editor,

In the February 12 issue of the Independent, a cartoon was printed
that was found offensive to some.
Because we did not fully understand the cartoon's message, we
questioned the editors of the Independent as to its meaning.
After two run-a rounds with assistant editors who said they didn't
know the meaning of the cartoon,
we were informed of several facts.
The first fact was that the cartoon
had been pulled the previous week
because it was found to be offensive. If it was offensive one week,
how could it be acceptable the
next?
The second fact they presented us
with was that any opinion submitted is acceptable for publi cation
because an opinion has a right to
(Continued on Page 5) _

jors at Kean, including students in
the Speech and Hearing, Occupati onal Therapy, Physical Education
and of course Special Education
departments.
These programs make observation and field experience convenient for students who are required

to participate in such a setting. If the
Campus School is eliminated , all
future education majors would be
denied a " hands-on" learning experience which cannot be
duplicated by any college
classroom.
Jamie Sims

Independent
Editor-in-Chief
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"English first" sounds good, ·but isn't
On November 4, 1986 California
votes passed an initiative making
English the state's official language
by an overwhelming 73 %, or three
to one. Maybe you were among
those who cheered. Some others
groaned. This column explains why
I join the groaners.
" English First" sounds so innocent, li-ke " Motherhood ", so
patriotic, like "standing tall''. or
saluting the flag. But a closer look
at this movement reveals it is subversive of the democratic history and
traditions of our cOlrntry.
Our Constitution, model for the
world for 200 years, makes no mention of an official language. It
guarantees certain equal rights.
There are numerous court decisions
that another langauge can be used
'to insure these rights. Thus there has
grown up, dependent on the
nature of the population, a variety of
language assistance, like forms for
registration, for voting, welfare
notices, driver applications, court
interpreters, and bilingual education. New Mexico, since the begin-

ning of the century, recognizes
Spanish and English as its official
languages. Louisiana names French
and English as official languages. .
No sooner was.the California initiative adopted, the sponsors
zeroed in on the major target by
preparing legislation to put an end
to bilingual education in that state.
The present bilingual programs,
which reach some 600,000 California public school children, expire
in 1987. Governor George Deukmejian has vetoed a Democraticsponsored bill to extend the programs for five years more.
California will be only the first of
many legislative battle grounds. Bilingual programs exist in 41 states,
financed by the Federal Government. Many other programs are
financed by states and municipalities. The last figures available, for
1984, provided by U.S. Department
of Education, show 1,198,000 chi 1dren enrolled in some form of bilingual education programs in primary and secondary public schools
nationwide. Thousands of jobs and

Letters Continued

Incentive is the key
D ear Editor,

I am writing in response to a few
typographical errors I noticed in the
previous letter I wrote, titled, "In
support of compensation I." First, I
believe I said that an editor on
theoutside world must make at least
25,000 a year at least. And when I
said, "I wonder how much work
goes into bring the Hooters" - I
realize that they were errors not
picked up in proofreading, because
it is on ly a few people who do the

proofreading. But this is my whole
point that I was trying to make in
my last letter. How are tru ly
qual ified people going to get involved? The answer is, if they don't have
to pay tu ition (or are involved in the
student government). Because if
partia l tuition was paid where due,
many involved students would not
have to work nearly full time. I have
a suggestion to the student government: (and the board of trustees
who wi ll have the fina l say) red uce

Communication
be expressed. When we asked if any
opinion we submitted, regardless of
its nature, would be published, they
said no. The opinion must meet certain guidelines in order to be
published . We again asked for the .
meaning of the cartoon and ,:\8ain
they told us they didn't know and
it didn't matter because it was. only
an opinion. If it didn't mnatter, then
why are there guidelines? if there
are guidelines, why_wasn't the cartoon interpreted to see if it fit under
the guidelines?
We feel there has been a lack of
sensitivity on the lndependent's
part and we hope sensitivity is not
an ignorant concept.
Jonathan M ann
and
Andrea Klausner

(Continued
from page 4)

Editors Note: We are so rry that
the authors of this letter did not
understand or properly convey what
went on during their visit to the Independent office. We are also sor,y
th at they did not read or understand
last weeks ed itorial "Not Necessarily Our View." If they had, perhaps
this note would not have been in
need of printing.

First Mr. Mann states "after two
run arounds with assistc1nt editors
who didn't know the meaning of the
cartoon, we were informed of
several facts." In actuality these two
ed itors explained their interpretation of the article. Obviously Mr.
Mann was not satisfied with there
interpretation.
Second, Mr. Mann states that " the

By Allen Moss

Black
Students
Protest!

V

r

Amend

Civil Rights
With
Moral Rights

several billions of dollars are State support. The latest award of
$345,192 by the U.S. Department of
involved.
Years ago educators recognized . Education, for Porject CABE (Comthe obvious that children who do
puter and Bilingual Education) was
not understand the language of in- described in detail in last week's INstruction have a hard time in English
DEPENDENT. It elevates the Center
monolingual schools. Federal and
as a key factor in the training of perState courts also recognized this fact
sonnel in the state of New Jersey. If
and ruled that traditional, sink-or- for no other reason than self-interest
swim approaches were not adeit behooves the Kean College
quate. Controversy has raged for
population to take ·a good look at
years on how to hurdle the problem . the English First movement and to _
There are 2.5 to 3 million children
be a leading force to expose it in
of limited English proficiency in the
this state.
United States, of whom over 70%
Legitimate Criticism
are Hispanic. A report prepared for
of Bilingual Ed
the Board of Trustees of Union
While I make serious charges
County College projects that Union ·about the real motives of the>English
County population will increase lJy
First proponents, I have respect for
7% by the year 2000: The forecast the opinions of those many
is for 7% decrease in White populaAmericans who are critical of bil. tion, and for 101 % increase in
ingual education. The problem is
Hispanics, Asians and other nonmost complex to start with. There
whites. Kean College is located in
are so many variables to evaluate.
the middle of these predictable
There are good programs and bad
changes, and will play a big role in
programs, fine teachers and poor
tackling the inevitable problems.
ones, successes and failures. As with
Kean College Center for Bilingual
any program that involves money
Education has done important work
and jobs, there has been political
for some time, with Federal and
and financial abuse. There is honest
disagreement among authorities in
education as to the best methods.
The .Reagan Administration last
week proposed legislation which
would permit local school districts
to get Federal aid for whatever
the student government scholar- remedial language programs they
ships to 12 credits a semester, give think best for their students' needs.
the media/service 8 credits/and the That sounds good, too. But it would
other groups the 250.00 pe'r year in open the back door for evasion of
recognition of the different levels of what the present law makes manwork involved ALL the time. Or bet- datory. That, I assert, is its real aim.
ter yet, 250.00 per semester, for the As with affirmative action, the inte1:t
' other funded groups. I appreciated . is to dismantle the . existent
the fact that you print all opinions _machinery.
and even opinions that disagree
The letter-head I'm looking at is
with your own - that is what most
professional papers do - well done!

from ENGLISH FIRST. It lists an advisory board of 20 members of
various state legislatures. One of
these is Assemblyman Gerald
Zecker (R) of Totowa, New Jersey.
The letter is addressed to " Dear
Fellow American". Here are a few
sample sentences. "There is a
radical movement in this country
that actually wants to give foreign
languages the same status as English
- the so-called 'bilingual ' movement." " I urge you to sign the
enclosed petition calling for a Constitutional Amendment to make
English the official language of the
United States. This Amendment will
stop a direct attack on our American
way of life." " They don't want
foreign groups to learn English and
assimilate into American culture but they ' re funded by your tax
dollars at the federal , state and local
level to promote their divisive programs:" That should be enough to
make my point.
I agree with Charles Kamazaki,
director of policy analysi.s for the
National Council of La Raza, which
has more than 120 affiliate Hispanic
organizations, who said the Englishonly propositions are " fundamen tally racist in character" and "help
promote an anti-immigrant, antiethnic atmosphere:' Edward Chen,
staff counsel for the A.C.L.U. in Northern Ca lifornia, also calls these
measures "anti-immigration, antiHispanic,, anti-Asian. There's a lot
of fear-mongering out there about
the waves and hordes of immigrants
coming over. Unfortunately, some
people buy that:'

In next week's column we'll examine the crucial question: how effective is bilingua l education?

Still Outraged,
Jackie Madison

ca rtoon had been pu Iled the
previous week beca[Jse it was found
offensive." In actuality it was pulled from the comics page to be run
on the opinion's page due to the fact
that thi s was an edito ri al cartoon.
Mr. Mann and M s. Kaluser also
contradict themselves in th e third
paragraph of their letter. ' ~ny opinion submitted is acceptable for
publication because it is an opinion ." Then they state . . . "When
asked if any opinion has a right to
be published they said no." In actuality it was stated to them that opinions woulc!. be run at editorial
discretion . They state, "We again
asked that for the meaning of the
cartoon and again they tolq us they
didn't know and it didn't matter
because it was only an opinion."
This statement was never made.
Mr. Mann entered the Independent office stating that he was offended with the cartoon. When asked several times why the cartoon offended him Mr. Mann could not
come up with a reason to back his
statement. Never once in the time
he was there did he explain his interpretation. It is obvious that he
had none and was not satisfied with
the one we explained. Mr. Mann
and Ms. Klausner also admit in their
opening statement that "we did not
fully understand the cartoons
message", yet. They did insist that
they were offended. How can one
be offended by something they do
not understand?
It is apparent Mr. M ann and Ms.
Klausner had not read last weeks
Editorial! "..)bviously ones opinion
is not necessa rily anothers. There
will always be disagreements and
arguments, hopefully we ca n deal
with them maturely_''

Student
Organization
Referendum
1. Student Activity Fee Raise
2. Second College Hour

Tuesd ay, Wed nesday, Thursday
Ma rc h 3rd, 4th , 5th
9 A.M .-5 P.M .

College Center
(Sloan Lounge)
Proper Identificat io n Required·
(License/Kean I. 0.)

Feb.

Thui:s.,
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More .students want seats on Board of Trustees

(CPS)-The student "governance"
movement seems to be reviving.
At Harvard, all Ohio public colleges, Alabama State and other
campuses, students in recent
months have renewed efforts some lapsed for more than a decade
- to gain seats on the governing
boards of their schools.
The reason seems t,o be money.
As college costs escalate, students
feel they should have a say in how
their educations are offered to them.
" Individual campus groups and
state student associations are working to get student trustees on governing boards, especially if they're
elected by students and not appointed by governors;' explains
Shelly Wilsey of the United States
Student Association (USSA), a national lobbying group for student
government associations.
During the sixties; many students
won seats on their college boards
of regents or trustees. While few had
voting rights, most could present
student opinions on issues often influencing the decisions of ·board
members.
The issue seemed to fade in the
late seventies, however, and stayed
in the background until this school
year.

At Harvard, one student observer
attributed the revival to the campus
anti-apartheid movement, which
led some students to question how
investment and other cal')'lpuswide
decisions were made.
"Students are analyzing their
roles much more and want to be
part of the decision making on their
campuses;' Wilsey says. " They think
the colleges are there to serve them,
so they should have a major role."
Currently, 32 states and the
District of Columbia let students sit
on at least one education governing
board, up from about 26 states in
1981 . A few have voting privileges.
But the issue remain s unsettled at
some schools.
Ohio students are engaged in a
14-year battle in the state legislature
to win voting rights for student
trustees.
Student leaders at South Dakota's
state schools have formed a federation to lobby the legislature for student regent voting rights.
And in January, after a two-month
student government boycott of all
administration-sponsored . events,
Alabama State President Leon
Howard finally agreed to back the
students' efforts to get a student seat

on the board of trustees.
"We're quite pleased with his
decision," says Alabama State student trea surer Hassan Walker.
"Now we're waiting for the opportunity to sit down with the president
and iron out some of the wrinkles
in the plan . But appointment of a
student trustee will have to come
from the governor."
While the idea of student
representation seems prudent and
necessary to most students and
campus leaders, governing board
members and state legi slators have
mi xed emotions. ·
USSA's Wilsey claims most boards
"don't want to have to give up any
deci sion making power."
And some administrators say a
student on a governing board, with
or without voting rights, presents a
conflict of interest, says Linda
Henderson of the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities
and Colleges. "They have to learn
to view things in the best interest of
the school as a whole and not just
in the interest of the students.
"And to be effective, a student
representative needs experience.
Most get on the boards going into
their sen[or year, and that's not

enough time to learn how the board
works:'
Some boards and legislatures,
however, encourage student participation, especially in student affairs issues.
"Even non-voting students can
have a voice in decision making and
often can influence the vote on an
issue;' Henderson adds.
But winning representation often
takes time and ·means winning over
stubborn legi slators.
In Ohio, Democratic Representative Mike Stinziano has spent 14
years pushing for student representation on the Ohio Board of
Trustees. In 1985, his bill passed the
House but died in a Senate
committee.
" Right now, legislators are concerned about what's going on with
the Ohio economy;' says Rebecca
Mitchel ls, executive director of the
Kent State Student Senate. "Higher
education was totally forgotten in
the pat few years, and it's only now
that it's getting some attention."
" Student representation has been
a priority here for a long time, but
it'~ beginning to get discouraging; '
she notes.
South Dakota students also hope

new faces in the new legislature will
boost their chances of winning
voting privileges for a student
regent.
"Last time they voted, it was
50-50, a tie vote, but no majority so
it failed," says Paul Knecht, president of South Dakota State University's student ass ociation at
Brookings.
" There also was high turnover on
the regents this election, and the
new group could be more open to
student input. But even with no
voting privileges, a student on the
board often can turn the tide in
close regent votes."
And the students who sit on
governing boards take that responsibility - and their other duties seriously, often more so than nonstudent members.
"There are very few occasions
when we can refute a student board
member, whether voting or nonvoting," admits the AGB's
Henderson.
" They take this very seriously and
do their homework on the issues,"
she adds. "Every student trustee I've
ever talked to has been very responsible. They do their homeowrk better than the regular members:'

Phi Kappi Phi offers awards for winning papers
Phi Kappa Phi is pleased to announce it will be holding its annual
contest for the best research papers
and original computer program by
Kean undergraduates, and the happy winners will receive awards of
$50 each. This year for the first time
the contest also is open to graduate
students who will be judged in
catego ri es separate from the
undergraduates.

If a student has received an A on
a research paper and hisor her professor writes on the paper, " Recommended for the phi Kappa Phi contest; ' the student may submit it to
Dr. Donald Krall, Earth Sciences
Department, Dr. Charles Fethe,
Philosophy Department o r Dr. Eileen Kennedy, English Department.
Undergraduate awards are given
in the following categories: Arts and

Sciences' Social and Behavioral
Sciences; Education and Other Professional Programs; and Computer
Science. For graduate students, the
categories are still flexible, and the
Committee hopes to make several
awards.
The -awards will be made at the
annua l Phi Kappa Phi InitiationReception in early May, and the
deadline for submissions is April 17,
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1987. A student does not have to be
a member of Phi Kappa Phi to be
a winner, and papers done in FallSpring, 85-86, as well as Fall-Spring
86-87 also are eligible; but a student
may submit only one entry.
So if you have received that

coveted A on a research paper, and
your professor may have forgotten
about the contest, be sure to bring
your masterpiece to his or her attention. There may be " big bucks"
waiting for you as well as the honor
of being a Phi Kappa Phi contest
winner.

Union County
offers Rape Crisis Center
The Union County Department of
Human Services, Division of Planning operates a Rape Crisis Center
in Westfield providing medi ca l,
legal, and psychological services as
well as agency referrals to victims
of sexual assault on a countywide
basis.
Statistics compiled by the Union
County Prosecutor's office have
shown that incidences of sexual
assault have increased dramatica lly in the county in recent years.
The relevance of this topic has occasioned the establishment of a
speaker's bureau under the auspices
of the Department's Division of
Planning and the Rape Crisis Center.

Deborah Lorenzetti, Director of
the Division, states that speakers are
currently available to all schools
and agencies within the county on
the following subjects:
1. Personal safety for children, 2.
Sexual abuse of children, including
incestual relationships, 3. Rape ·
prevention , 4. Date rape/acquaintance rape, 5. Medical attention,
legal services, and psychological
s4pport services for rape victims, 6.
Staff training programs for
volunteers.
Further information and requests
for speakers may be directed to the
Rape Crisis Center at 233-RAPE .

#1 LOCATION
THIS YEAR DON'T WALK
TO ALL THE NIGHT LIFE.
WITHIN 100 YARDS OF 9 CLUBS
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''DAUGB.TERS
OF THE REVOLUTION''
YOLANDA KING
AND ATIALLAH SHABAZZ
Wednesday, February 25, 1987, 8 pm
Wilkins Theatre, Kean Colle ge
Box Office 527-2337
One Free ticket per valid Kean I.D.,
Others $3.00

Kean students are encouraged to pick
up tickets immediately at the Box
Office. Tickets not distributed to
students prior to February 18th will be
available for sale to the general public.

Wilkins Theatre is equipped with a
Williams Sound System for the hearing
impaired, which can be rented for $.50.

----■---Desijilned by Bill Moore/ Kean Collette Dnill!n Production Studt<>
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Arts and Entertainment
On mlisic - New music on the shelves
By Tim Riley
Rock books attempt the impossible. Since rock is an oral tradition,
the rock criticisms in those books
are akin to - as R.E.M .'s Peter Buck
put it
"dancing about
architecture."
' Yet the music holds such mystery,
writers can't resist it.
And if a recent spate of new
books about music is any indication, a large number of readers
share the writers' curiosity about
rock 's eccentricities.
But amid the predictable
biographies of James · Brown and
Bob Dylan, " Rock of Ages:. The
New Rolling stone History of Rock
& Roll " (Summit Books), emerges
as one of the more important albeit flawed ~ overviews of rock's
story.
More than 40 years in rock's
history are detailed in 621 pages.
That means that virtually nothing is

covered in depth, although the big
picture of the genre has never been
so well conceived. It's a weclome
contrast to the first large-scale
history, "The Roll i ng Stone Illustrated History of Rock & Roll,"
which was simply a co llection of
essays from a variety of contributors.

Ed Ward, "Rock of Ages" opening narrator, traces the music back
to the vaudeville era of W.C. Handy, one of the first black professional
performers. He credits Joe Liggins'
1945 rendition of "The Honeydripper" with being the first rock and roll
record . Ward then takes us up to the
day the music died, when Buddy
Holly, J.P Richardson (the Big Bopper) and Richie Valens perished in
a 1959 plane crash.

Until now, rock devotees had only Charlie Gillett's thorough but
tedious "The Sound of the City" as
a reliable account of rock's develop- ·
ment. Gillett argues that rock is the
Geoffrey Stokes takes over when
young person's express ion of city
the sixties come along, and chooses
life, the rhythms reflecting the clipto emphasize the American strains
ped pace of modern urban
of the style at the expense of many
manners.
of the British principals. He includes
But Gillett is a purist, the kind of some unnecessary retellings of what
inflexib le critic capable of claiming . Ward has already provided. For exthat although the Beatles "created ample, we learn again that the
a sense of greater resi lience behind Temptations were originally called
the tender messages" of their music, the Primes, and that the Supremes
they had "surprisingly little stylistic were first called the Primettes. And
influence on other innovato rs:' If though the Beatles are at the center
true, it would shock a lot of li steners of the book as a matter of artistic
and musicians.
necessity, Stokes favors the Yankees

- Dylan, and the Motown and Stax
labels - to a fault.
Stokes unwittingly characterizes
the book's main drawback. These
authors are more interested in rock's
industry and culture than they are
in its musical values. Some embarrassing errors result. Stokes claims
the Beach Boys' 1966 masterpiece,
"Good Vibrations," uses a stand-up
bass, which it clearly doesn't. He
makes more of Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young's record deal than he
does of their flaccid albums.
Ken Tucker's concl uding section
brings the history up to date. He
covers the creative vacuum of the
seventies up through the emergence
of Bruce Springsteen and Michael
Jackson as megastars.
But let's face it: no rock book
would be worth haggling over if it
didn't have a few juicy errors. And
compared to Robert Shelton's new
misguided "biogaphy" of Dylan
("No Direction Home"), "Rock of
Ages" is virtually beyond reproach .

Shelton's only saving grace is the
amount of space he gives to Dylan
himself, with his prime morsels of
wise gibberish.
For those interested in the process
of the music itsellf, Bill Flanagan's
"Written in My Soul " is a meaty
compend ium of interviews with
songwriters. In it, Chuck Berry says
his only inspiration is the almighty
dollar. Elvis Costello admits to some
deliberate ambiguities throughout
his lyrics. Such things are notable
because these creators barely
realize their own larger significance
in the music's evolution . As they
say: trust the art, not the artist.
But in the long run, it will be
"Rock of Ages" that will be the most
useful new book for musi_cians who
need a guide to their surroundings.
It wi ll be most useful, too, to detailfamis hed fans who want to know
the story behind Al Green's " grits
incident" or behind the cast of the
1956 movie, "The Girl Can't Help
It:'

·1woRDFROM

"PYTHON''PISCOPO EX•WRESTL■
ABOUT MILLER LITE

>Cl 1986 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI
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B.S.U. holds its first ·Lip Sync Contest
By Sharon MacBride

O n Friday, February 19, the Black
student Union held its " First Annual" Lip Sync Contest in the Little
Theatre. (Actual ly, there is no such
thing as a " first annual" event.) Approximately 80 peop le attended.
B.S.U. member Al Higgins was the
master of ceremonies which commenced at 7:30 p.m . Gina Ogburn,
Dawn Marable, and Linda Alford
opened the show by lip syncing to
the song " Memories" by Caroline
Harding before taking·their first row
seats to judge the event. Their scor' ing for the ten parti cipating acts was
based on the three categories of appearance, originality, and lip syncing w ith th e best possible score being a 30.
_
Receiving the first prize of $35.00
were two freshmen from Upsa la
College, Ron Hutcherso n and
Clayton Jackson, as Run D.M.C. performing " Proud to be Black ". They
were reward ed a perfect score of 30
for appearance, atti red in black
leather suits,. matching Run D.M.C.
concert shirts, and the trademark

go ld rope chains to complete th e
look. Th eir lip sy nci ng abilities
merited a high-scoring 28 and th e
entertainers also recieved a 28 in
originality. They even so licited the
audiences' participation by throwing their mike off stage at the close
of the act, invo lving my right foot in
thi s finale.
Th e last act of the evenin g took
second pl ace, dividing $20.00. The
six man- one woman act, three being from Kean, of Polo and Cool G.
Rap performed " Cau se I'm Fly"
receivi ng a 25 in appearance, 30
points for originality, and 28 points
in th e lip sy ncing category.
In third place, winn ing $15.00,
was Kean senior Nate Campbell.
One of the on ly two men in the
contest to opt for a ballad instead
of a rap song, he performed "We're
Going All the Way" by Jeffrey
Osbourne. He received 24 points
for appearance, 26 for originality,
and a perfect 30 in th e lip sync
category.
Th e B.S.U. Lip Sync Contest pro-

vided the spectators with moments
of amusement and entertainment,
but was th e victim of poor organization. Between act three and four
th.ere was a lengthy pause due to
behind-the-curtain confusion. One
performer neglected to submit the
title and artist of the song he was
performing, leaving the audience
uninformed. Concerning th e lip
sync performances, many of the participants could have utilized more
elaborate costumes props, and
choreography, si nce the rest of us
were aware that the contestants
were not actua lly filling the Little
Theatre with those chart-topping
voices. Despite the cri ti cis m,
however, the concept was a creative
one. I hope to see the B.S.U. con duct a " Second Annual " (now you
can use that) Lip Sync Contest - an
organi zed " Second Annual '.' Lip
Sync Contest.
Other performers were Sonya
Frances of Seton Hall University,
Cheree Berry of Upsala College,
"C.G." Graham and James " J.C."

An evening with Miles Davis
UNION, N .J.-"An Eveni ng with
Miles Davi s;' jazz trumpeter, will be
presented tonight, February 26, 8
p.m . in the Wilkins Th eatre at Kean
College of New Jersey. Ti ckets at
the box office, 527-2337, are $22 for

the general public. Kean students,
faculty, staff, alumni and senior
citizens will be admitted for $16.
Davis will appear with a six-piece
band . His performance at Kean College coincides with Black History

Month ce lebrations and is spon- ·
sored by the College Center Board
of Student Organization, Inc.
Davis' current album, " Tutu," was
ranked third the week of Feb. 9 on
the Billboard jazz chart.

Lorca at WIikins Theatre
UNION , N.J, - The America n
premier performan ce of " Lorca," a
one-man show based on the li fe of
a Spanish poet, will be performed
in English 8 p.m. March 31 and in
Spanish 8 p.m., April 1 in the
Wilkins Th ea tre at Kean College of
New Jersey.
Trader Faulkner is the lone actor.
He is a form er member of th e Royal
Shakespeare Company and the recipient in 1983 of the Orden del
Merito Civil for serv ices to Spanish
cu lture. Hi s plays, poems and
prose are taugh t in schools and colleges wo rld wide.
Faulkner performs with music
a~d sound on cassette, giving insight by word, so ng and Flamenco

dance on th e life and death of
Federi co Garcia Lorca, a Spanish
poet/dramati st murdered
in
Grenada by the faci sts at the outbreak in August 1936 of the Spanish
Civil War.
Using Lorca's words, Flamenco
dance, and drawing on the major
themes of his work - the gypsy, the
bullring, the impact of America Faulkner builds a grippin g portrait
of an innocent genius destroyed by
the evi l of hi s times.
"Lorca" is the end resu lt of years
of work to bring the poet's fu 11 identity to the Engli sh-speaking theatre.
It evolved from an earlier version
devised fo r the Royal Shakespeare
Company in 1970 star.rin g Ben

Kingsley as Lorca and Faulkner as
the story-teller.
Faulkner, an Australian, is the son
of an ea rly cinema sta r in Australia
and a ballerina who danced with
Pavlova and Diaghilev. His Lorca
production thi s fall in the Lyric
Studio, Hammersmith, London, was
favorab ly reviewed by the London
press.
Faulkner wi ll be in residence at
Kean College for a week (March
30-April 3) where he will speak to
classes and offe r a master class in
Flamenco dance.
Admission is $3 for the genera l
public and free for Kean students,
faculty, staff, alumni ary:l senior
citizens.

First prize winners Ron Hutcherson and Clayton Jackson as "Run
D.M.C:'

Campbell of Kea n College, Patricia
Miles of Kean College, " Crazy Eddit>" and " Scotch La Rock" of Kean

College, Leah Jackson of Kean College, and Daryl Washington of
Kean .

Music News
leader of the Rat Pack, has written
some dooz ies. Thin k about it now;
I Don't Like Monda ys, Rat Trap, and
Up All Night We .need not mentio~
how special and irnportant Geldof
has been with hi s invo lverr.ent in
projects like " Live A id" and " Band
Aid " but deep down he'~ just a guy
who sta rted a punk b,111d and now
those days have been ca ptured on
thi s L.P . . .. imported from the
shores of G lasgow, Scotland comes
a 4-piece band known as HIPSWAY.
Actually they are the sum parts of
ALTERED IMAGES and WHITE
SAVAGE. Songs like th e first sin gle
Th e Honey Thief(which was Top-15
on the U.K. charts), along with Ask
Th e Lord and The Broken Years, are
all included on this high energy selftitled debut.
Some of the winners of the
Grammy Award s in Los Angeles:
Record of the Year - Higher love
(STEVE WINWOOD), Album of the
Year - Graceland (PAUL SIMON),
Best New Artist BRUCE
HORNSBY AND THE RANGE, Best
Male Rock Vocalist - ROBERT
PALMER, Best Female Rock Vocali st
- TINA TURNER, Best M ale R &
B Vocali st - JAMES BROWN, Best
Female R & B Vocalist - ANITA
BAKER, Best Comedy A lbum Those of You With or Without
Children, You'll Understand (BILL
COSBY).

By Eric L. Greenberg
CYNDI LAU PER recently took 44
people from across the country on
a shopping spree in New York City
as part of a radio promotion by
variqus stations throughout the U.S.
Th e lucky win ners were flown into
N .Y.C. and traveled around th e Bi g
Apple with Cyndi and DAVE
WOLFF, making stops at Tower
Records, Star Magi c, Screaming
Mimi 's, and FAO Schwartz ....
Former lead si nge r and founder of
the multi-platinum MEN AT WORK
has stepped out on his own . Emerging from down under, CO LIN
JAMES HAY 's fami liar voice and
styl e combined with more sophistication and strength make up
Looking for Ja ck, his debut solo
album on Columbia Records. While
on hi s summer vacation in London,
Colin recorded Looking for jack
with producer ROBIN M ILLAR (O F
SADE Fame) and stumb led upon
HERBIE HANCOCK and ROBBIE
MclNTOSH . The two lent Colin a
hand in the making of the L.P. The
first single, Hold Me, features an
unu sual South African chorus that
sets the mood for quite an exciting
and energetic album .. .. The Best
Of Th e Boomtown Rats. All your
favorite Rat tracks on one d isc. They
sa id it could never be done, choosing the best of THE BOOMTOWN
RATS but here it is. BOB GELDOF,

~ar'Joey

Lunchtime Theatre double feature
By Lee Grabe /sky

You have heard of Sunday in the
park with George. Have you tried
Tuesday, Wednesday, or a Thursday
in the Zella Frye with George,
Gracie or whomever the good soul
is next to you, as you are watching
one-act plays like The New Man,
Impromptu and Seduction Duet?
If you have not, ask those w ho
have and li sten as they may say,
strolling away in a reflective way,
" Hey, that was a nice part of the

day: ' O.K. , maybe th at is not how
it might happen . Yet, it does seem
to be the consensus that the Kean
College Theatre Series Lunchtime
showings are a refreshing, pleasing
daybreaker. Th ese features also
defeat a popular be lief that weekly,
worthwhile events such as the
theatre are for sundown only.
There are the major produ ctions
each season as thi s year's highlights
- Dames at Sea and the upcoming
plays, The Crucible (Arthu r Miller)

By Joey Kaufman .

and Androcles and The Lion. They
are a must to see!
The next and final Lunchtime production will be a double feature of
Here We Are and 'A Day For Surprises, Dates for this show are April
21, 22, and 23 in the Zella Frye
Theatre, VE119. Watch for auditions
in March; no experience is
necessary. Oh, Sunday in the Park
with George can be a long day, but
Lunchtime one-acts genera lly run
only 30 to 40 minutes. See you
then .
1

CRUCIBLE '. DATES
Wed.-Sat., March 11,12,13,14 - 8:00 P.M.
Sun9ay, March 15 - 3:00 P.M.
Wed.-Sat., March 18,19,20,21 - 8:00 P.M.
Sunday, March 22 - 3:00 P.M.
Wed.-Sat., March 25,26,27,28 - 8:00 P.M.
Sunday, March 29 - 3:00 P.M.

Zella Frye Theatre VE 119

Dear Joey,
My girlfriend of 3½ years and I
are go ing really well sti ll ; but my
girl" friends " recently asked me to
go to Florida with them on Spring
break. I rea lly want to go. I don't
know wh at to tell my gi rl friend . You
see, she's not invited . How ca n I
break the news to her without her
killing me?
Signed, Death Wish
Dear Death Wish,
Why - don ' t yo u want yo ur
gi rlfr iend to go? Is it because you' rE.
hoping to meet a blond with bi g
mountains in a string bikini on th e

I wou ld li ke to apo logize to
anyone I have offended in the past.
My column was meant to help peopl e with their problems in a
humorou s way. As you probab ly
noticed, I have gotten carried away.
I am sorry. I had no attention of hurtin g anyone.
Thank You,
Joey

beaches of Florida? Or are you planning an orgy with your girl"friends''.
and you don't think your gi rlfriend
wi ll go for it? If one of th e above is
true and you honestl y want to blow
her off and save yourse lf, my best
advise is to just go and mail her a
postcard from . . . let's say - an insanP asylum saying "feeling better,
should be back soon" etc. , etc. or
you could tell her the truth . That
you love her but it would be good
to have some time away. If she tru sts
you, there shouldn't be a problem .
If she doesn't tru st you - you're
screwed! Good luck!
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Classifieds - Announcements
$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to

For Sale. 77 Ford Pinto. Only
Kean every day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1 , 52,000 miles. 4-sp1;1ed, excellent
way only). Please call J_
eanne Ma- · condition . Best offer. 527-0567.
jor, Coop Ed , a.m . or p.m .
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387. Tired, exhausted, experiencing
streM? Why don't you get away
For Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice on a vacation for a 1/:z hour to 1
Classic. 4 dr. , NC, stereo, new hour. Set up an appointment for a
tires, body and mechanically ex- .c:ertified, Sweetish, sport or foot
cellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500. massage or purchase a special
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.
gift certificate. Call Steven J. Gutt-·
man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
·

Mathematics Tutoring. All
levels of college math in' eluding calculus. Reasonable
rates and times. Call 687-396,
ask for Gary.

D.J. For Hire. Music for all affairs.
6 years experience - rea sonable
rates. Call Bob at 233-6551. Leave
message.

Correspondence from
sincere individuals for black incarcerated college student. Will
answer all! Write to: Mr. Philip Marshall 86-A-0951, Box 149, Exchange
St., Attica, N.Y. 14011-0149.
Wanted:

Off The Record Entertainment. Having a party? Getting
married? Why not hire a professional D.J. We have a wide
variety of music from Abba to
Zebra. Call (201) 686-3318 between 2 p.m . and 10 p.m. Ask
for Bill.
Great Buy! Sturdy reliable old

Volvo. A steal at $600.00! Great for
commuting to class. Automati c, 2
door, new transmission . 2S6-6844.
For Sale 1984 Honda V-65 Sabre

1100. Excellent running bike and
fast. 12,000 miles, well taken care
of, must see. Asking $3,000 or best
offer. Call Brian at 354-7140.

For Sale. One (1) club chair in excellent condition, color orange but
has a lovely custom made slipcover, removable in mauve. Good
price. Call 353-5739 before 10:00
a.m. and after 4:00 p.m. every
day.
Need help with Calculus or
another math course? An experienced , patient tutor awaits
you! Call David A. Cohen at
232-8081 or 232-6085 between 11
a.m.-1 1 p.m.

RIIIARCH PlfIll
16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

iNNlil sq"q;,~~J;;~~ 22

Driving and
homework help needed for 10 yearold girl. High pay, 20 hrs. weekly.
(2:30-6:30) Patience necessary. Call
Pat at 635-8747.

Mother's Helper -

Ride Needed. From Kean to
Summit area on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 12:05. Call John
at 635-7042.
Lost: Brown leather jacket at Pub
February 19 (last Thursday). Very
important to get keys that were in
it back. Please return to C.C.B..
Student Activities or the Independent. No questions asked.
Found: Ladies watch found in
Student Center bathroom on
February 18 and is now being held
at the lndependentoffice, CC-119.
Eager, Intelligent, Go-Getters.
Earn, learn, and have fun while
you train for a career in our sales
or purchasing departments. Start
as an aggressive assistant and
work your way up the career ladder. Contact Alice at Symbus
Corp. , 201-665-2100.
Room For Rent. Walking
distance to Campus, $175.00 a
month. 352-4289.

26

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Aulat■nce
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Wanted: Female roommate to
share apartment near college
area. If interested call Lisa at
- - - - - - - - - - - - . 561-6645 after 5.

Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship
We are a non-0enominational
Christian Fellowship that promotes the Lordship of Christ. We
have Bible Studies on Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.
Large group meetings are in
J-134 at college hour (Tues., 1:40
p.m.) All are welcome For more
information please call Rich at
354-8014.

-------------4

Win $100, $75 or $50 . . .
Student groups can compete
for three · prizes for raising the
highest amount of pledges during the Alumni Phonathon. Sign
up your group members through
the Alumni Office (T-114,
527-2526).
Phonathon '87 runs from
March 9th through 26th, Mondays through Thursdays, 6:00 to
9:30 p.m . on the second floor of
the Administration Building.
Sandwiches and refreshments
will be provided in addition to
nightly team prizes.
This is a good service project
for student groups in which
both the College and the Alumni Association are assisted.

Wanted: Please donate any old
gowns or costumes to the Music
Department that may be suitable
for Medieval Renaissance
Festival. They may be dropped off
at the Music Department office
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For
further information call Evelyn
Bleeke at 527-3178.
Adoption. We're a happily mar-

ried couple (physician/psychologist) who deeply wish to adopt a
,newborn. We'll be sensitive to a
child's needs and provide a warm
loving home. Please think of us!
Expenses paid. Legal. Confidential. Call Ellie andd Alan collect
(212) 724-7942.

Independent Personals
Dear Secret Admirer - YOU 'RE
driving me crazy. But I know who
you are. THANKS. Signed, Luscious

Diane, Beauty ... it all boils down
to people. Love Ya, ATP

Judy and Kelly, How 'bout a game

Woman

Judy, Congratulations on your
engagement. We wish you all the
love and luck for your future with
John. Love Always, Your Sisters of

and Cher (your roomies)

Dear Red and White Admirer,

Curious? Me, too. A little more information and perhaps a night on
the town is in order. Let me KNOW
and we'll GO! Hermos
Lisa, California is going to be great.
Oscar

Rho Theta Tau

Hey Laf, Where are you going to
pass out this Thursday night? Your
Fellow Winnies

Dear Carrie, How are you? Are you
still my wife? The kids are fine. Does
morn know that you were late? Sign-

To My Favorite "Mick": School will

Mike
Mike in 312, Hope you liked the

ca rnation s. Would like to get
together with you after the pub for
a nite-cap. An Admiring Alphie
Dear - Looking, A cute and
humorous gentlemen is waiting to
be yours. I am waiting for next
weeks' reply. Describe yourself and
give a meeting place. A Wanted
Man
Looking, You!! found me. I'm one
of the more popular guys on campus! Meet me anytime at the
bookstore. Ask for me. Paul R.

Marley, Cee, Britt and Houseman:
Smoking cousi ns FOREVER! Love,
Rousta

Paul #84, So when am I going to
see you " up close?" SS

One female without
boyfriend. Must have good sense of · ed, The Man Behind The Desk
humor and be cute. If looking is interested, respond next week to Wanted: Good-looking, funny,
searching.
available guy for girl with same
qualities. Respond next week to
Pam, You are the best. I love you.
"Hunny:'

Wanted:

of darts? You bring the picture and
we'll bring the board! Love, Betty

To Paul, With the hat and red hi-tops
in Thursday nite Psych of Learning
... I think I love you!!! Write back
next week if interested ... ELU
To the Girls in 422 Whiteman,
Thanks for the use of your bed. Signed, The Stranger (Better Known as
The Man Behind the Desk)
Fein, I think you're the greatest
friend anyone can ask for. I love you
and thanks for everything. CAM

be over before we know it. Let's
reach the potential our friendship
was meant to have. I love you lots!
Iguana's Nightmare
Brothers of NATT & Roomies of
510, Thanks for a wonderful night!
It was an experience! For the next
bash, let's go for 24 hours! We're
game! Love Always, The Sisters of
AOTT & Friends

Bill, "Bonehead" (well here it is) Happy x-tremely late, B-day. How's
Bonehead Jr.? Love, Linda
Dear Diane, We wish you and Keir
all the happiness and love you both
deserve. Love & Sisterhood, Delta
Sigma Pi
Pat, Did you like the surprise?

Jude and Kelly, Is it time to make
the doughnuts again? Let 'em burn!

Dear "Looking;' I'm interested!!!
Where can I meet you? Signed,

Love, Us

Young Eligible Male

Liz, Now that I know you're not a

snob, let's have lunch or something.
Maybe chips and tea for two. Are
you free between 8:00 and 8:15?
Chocolate Layer Cake
Tony, Could you send me up some
scooter pies? Elvis "The King"

You're all "heart" and a
"wonderful" guy! Thanks for
everything. Love, A
Ed,

Linda, (FACE II), Well you're final-

ly joining the ranks of adulthood your twenties!! Your life begins
Saturday! Wait'II ya see what I got
for you! (This shou ld be good, si nce
I haven't gotten it yet - so we'll
both be surprised). Have a good
one! Love, Donna (FACE I)

English Department,
Alumni Associates and the
Graduate Student Council
To Present
DAVID LEAN FILM SERIES
The English Department, the Alumni
Association and the Graduate Student
Council will sponsor three films directed
by David Lean, one of England's noted film
directors. "Summertime", starring
katherine Hepburn and Rossano Brazzi,
will be shown Tuesday, March 3; " Brief Encounter''. starring Celia Johnson and
Trevor Howard, will be shown Tuesday,
Apri I 7; " The Bridge Over the River Kwai' '.
starringAlecGuiness, will be shown May
5. George Schroepfer, Adjunct Professor,
English Department, will introduce the
films and discuss the work of director
David Lean.
Thefilmswill be shown intheO'Meara
Auditorium U,00) at 1:40 and 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free and the public is invited.
The series is being coordinated by
Sidney Krueger, Assoc iate Professor,
English Department.

First Freshman Formal - Be A Part Of It
When: Friday, April 24, 1987
Where: Atrium West in West Orange
Tune: 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Price: $35.00 Per Person

Chinese New Year Celebration
April 5, 1987
Time show: 7:00 PM-9:00 PM
Chinese Dance• Dragon Dance
Kung Fu Demonstration
Inner Power (Chi Kung) Demonstration
(by 83 year-old man)
Sparring Demonstration (with & without weapons)
Tickets are available at Wilkins Theatre
(Advance purchase is required in order to get the front seat).

Student/Faculty $5.00
• Senior Citizen $5.00 • Public $7.00
For more information please call 289-6200.
C.S.A. members please contact SEN at 527-2244
Sponsored by C.C.B. and C.S.A.
Spring 1987
Department of Economics, Geography and Management Science
Tutors Available • Quantative Methods and Business Alternatives

Hou rs :

Place: Hutchinson Hall, Second Floor, IRC Center
Monday 1:00-5:00
Eyllin Pombo
Tuesday 9:30-12:00
Eyllin Pombo
Tuesday 1:30-5:00
Donald Miller
Wednesday 9:00-10:30
Donald Miller
Thursday 12:00-5:00
Elizabeth Castaneda
Friday 9:00-12:00
Elizabeth Castaneda
Accounting Tutors

Make your down payment Now!
TICKET SALES END MARCH 9TH
Go today and assure your seat!

College Center (across from cafeteria)
or Freshman Center (in the library)

The Independent Personals are 25 cents. All personals must be filled
out on proper forms located in the Independent Bulletin Board in
CC-119. Accompanied with 2S cents per personal in the envelopes provided, they should be slipped under the managing editors door. They
should not be placed anywliere else but specified abcwe to pn!Yftlt flteft.
No personals win be printed without a fee. ~rsonals must be accompnaied with your true name and a place you may be reached in
the event of a refund. Your real name will be confidential. Personals
must not exceed 35 words.
The Independent will refuse to run Personals that specifically name
any individual(s) or group(s) in a derogatory fashion. The paper disavows
personals that do not specifically name individuals or groups, and
disclaims any responsibility for whatever inferences readers make.

I

Principles of Accounting
Place: Hutchinson Hall, Second Floor, IRC Center
Hou rs:
Monday 7:30-10:00 p.m.
Joann Dennis
Tuesaay 6:00-9:00 p.m.
Joann Dennis
Tuesday 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Patrick O'Callaghan
Wednesday 8:30-10:30 a.m.
Lou Rigamonti
Wednesday 12:20-1 :20 p.m.
Patrick O'Callaghan
Thursday 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Patrick O'Callaghan
Thursday 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Lou Rigamonti
Friday 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Lou Rigamonti

·
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Comicsi·
Pandomonium
By
_ C.M. Mattina

Altered States

(9

By ~atrick Ochs

C,

c,"'

Girl watching
through

x-ray

glasses

that

work too well ..

1967
"Mommy, how come I wasn't at your wedding when
you married daddy?"
"Don't be silly dear, you weren't born yet."

C

Section 8

By Heidi Errington
and Mike Coyne

0

1987
"Mommy, hON come l wasn't at your INe<iding when
you married daddy?"

Evelyn Wood gets a job.

"Of cou rse you were dear, don't you remember?"

Announcements continued
Attention!
All Marketing
and Business Majors
The Kean College Chapter of
the AMA-American Marketing
Association wi ll hold a
membership meeting on Tuesday, March 3, 1987, in Willis 300
during the College Hour (1:40
p.m.-2:55 p.m .) All are
welcome. Hope to see y9u
there.

Dorothea Beyer
Scholarship
This sc hol ars hip will be
awarded to a woman student in
the field of Law or Library
Science. "Field of Law" is defined to include attorney, paralegal or legal secretary. Candidates must reside in·the State
of New Jersey within a 50 miles
radius of Summit. Qua I ifications: fi nancial need and career
objectives.
Applications for the above
scholarships may be obtained
by writing to: Elinor Voit, 420
Central Avenue, New Providence, New Jersey 07974.
Completed applications must
be submitted for consideration
to the Financial Aid Office by
March 31, 1987.

Coming Soon
Commuter Lounge
Hutchinson J 130

Quit Smoking Program
Learning/Support Group
It's for you at the Kean
Building from March 12th until
May 7th. Time: Thursday, 8:30
a.m.-9:30 a.m. (tentative time
can be changed) . For inform ation call 527-2608. Run by K.
Gibney R.N. and E. DeForest,
R.N.

Interested in a FRESH START?
Join the Quit Smoking Program
of the American Cancer Society for four days from April 28,
May 5 (other days to be arranged) from 1:40 p.m. in Bruce
212A. Faculty, staff and students
invited. For more information,
contact Dr. Louse Chut, ext.
2290 or 2098.

First twirling squad in N.J.
The KCNJ Twirling Club/Squad is
the first of its kind in the State of
New Jersey Institutions of Higher
Education.
Prior to Fall 1986, anyone attending · college wishing to pursue
"twirling" batons would have had
to go out of state or change to twirling flags, maybe rifles, more times
than not with a band.
The Squad founded here at KCNJ
in September 1986: 1) Used the
baton as "the" basic for the,overall
Squad . 2) Uses the flag, rifle arid fire

in subsquads. 3) Is an entity unto
itself (does not require band music
to perform) . 4) Is a multi-talented
entertainment unit.
The Squad is multicultural and
represents a cross section · of New
Jersey State in all aspects (aspirations, hobbies, etc.) The members
represent all four yea rs of the college experience - approximately
half are currently Freshmen; Accounting is currently the most
pop~lar major.

Did you twirl batons in high schoo l?
Did you want to twirl in high school?
Did you twirl flags, rifles, fire?
The KCNJ Twirling Club/Squad invites you to check this out!
Captin, Twirling Squad - Brenda Carle
Co-Captain, Twirling Squad - Lisa Myers

·
Subsquads
Captain , Flag - Gipssy Moro
Captain, Rifle - Brenda Carle
Captain, Fire - Lisa Myers
Please contact Mrs. McCray at 527-3133, East Campus Library if
interested.

American Red Cross
Blood Drive on
March 2nd, Monday,
10;00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Dougall Hall
Game Room
for more information contact
Wanda Lewis in the Office of Student Activities at 527-2044.
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Sports
Pro Update

Cougars fall short to Rutger's Newark
By Lee Grabe/sky
Mens Basketball - Despite a late
breaking Cougar surge led by
Wojtumk that helped cut Rutgers
lead from 18 to 10 with a minute left
in the game, Rutger's-Newark
prevailed 79-67.
The Cougars started strong
stampeding to a 13-8 lead prompted
· by two successive steals aided by
Kevir Nance who asserted himself
' throughout the game exceptionally
defensively. Nance also utilized his
quickness offensively pa_rticularly in
the first ha lf as his assists and scor-

ing proved most valuable in controlling a Rutger's blow out.
The decided factor from the start
was Rutger's command rebounding,
most crippling grabbing their own
offensive misses. That team did not
have a good shooting night, yet, that
didn't matter much as the only cornpetetive rebounding contest was
between Tony Little and Lamont
Alston of Rutger's tipping the ball
to one another for a score. Both of
them combined for 31 rebounds.
Little was high scorer with 34.
Kean kept it close through much
of the first half largely on outside

shots and some strong penetration
led by Nance and Tony Walker.
When the shooting went flat, the
Cougars primarily stayed outside
which seemed strange since the
team looked successful when they
moved the ball inside as Walker was
high scorer with 17 edging Nance
who had some consistancy from
outside - 2 three pointers.
The Cougars had their misfo~,
tunes with blocked shots and
several deflections ot going their
way. That's the way the ball
bounces. Kean's conference record
is now 4-13.

Cougars breeze like
a Hurri-Kean past Stockton
By Lee Grabe/sky
Did someone get the license plate
number of that Cougar flying by at
DJ\ngela Gym Friday evening? The
Stockton State womens basketball
team did and it spe lled KEAN-I as
the· Cougar women motored past
conference rival Stockton State,
98-50.
A highly potent offense must
carry a well co-ord inated passing
scheme and Kean is in a class by
itself in that respect with virtually
everyone getting into the act; short
passes, quick, long, cross court,
down court. It's especially fun to
watch them move like their nick.name cross court off a Kean re-

bound. For instance, on two successive scoring drives in the second
half, Eleanor Wykpisz (guard) grabbed a rebound, dribbled the ball up
some and sailed it down court to
Torrie Rumph (forward) charging in
for the lay up. The very next score
was like an instant replay, but with
Rumph as the passer and Wypisz,
the receiver. Much of the game
resemb led that team work style of
play, mainly initiated by their quick,
gifted guards that include Wykpisz,
Alicia Griffin, and Jill DeMark.
The main scorin g thruster in the
first half was forward, Wendy Norris executing several of her points
relentlessly driving and faking past
Stockton defenders for quick 2's.
Norris finished as high scorer with

20 while Rumph shared her domination of the inside game ending
runner up with 18.
Roughly, midway through thesecond half, the Cougas daring passing game fell on the sloppy side,
and Wykpisz recognizing it, apparently, showed her versatility with
some nifty outside'shooting, to end
her game with double figures at 15.
Center, Crystal made her presence
known in the second half, completing her game with 12. Griffin
was another double digit scorer
with 13.
The Cougar Express will have
played in Georgian Court Monday,
February 23 then on to host the first
round of the NJAC tournament.

The Bobby Czyz story
By Mark Malinowski
From " Matinee Idol" to fallen
contender to the son of a suicidal
father to World Light Heavyweight
Champion on the verge of million
dollar paydays, New Jersey's own
Bobby Czyz has experienced it all.
With a sparkling 20-0 (15 KO 's)
slate, Czyz was one fight from
challenging Marvin Hagler for the
Middleweight championship. The
opponent on Nov. 20, 1982 was
Mustapha Hamushu on prime time
national TV and a victory would
have meant instant fame and ' fortune. But in many cases our best
laid plans often encounter mild
delays however in Bobby Czyz's life
those dreams were interrupted by
an
absolutely
devastating
nightmare.
On the ·evening of June 12, 1983
Bobby Czyz had an accident with
hi s trciu_bled father, Robert Czyz Sr.
Bobby apologized for his insubordination but Robert completely
ignored hi s sorry son. Bobby decided the dispute could be solved in
the morning after a good night's
sleep by both sides. Bobby gets up
early that horrifying next morning
to discover hi s father sprawl ed
motionl ess in an easy chair in the
family room . Robert Czyz had put
a gun to his head and ended his life.
It took Czyz over a year to
somewhat overcome the agonizing
devastation. Bobby, for understandab le emotional reasons, ·backed out
of two scheduled TV fights and
NBC didn't want to deal with him
anymore. In a violent response
Czyz, dressed in army fatigues, then
trashed his then fiance's mother's
house and pleaded guilty to charges

Cougars gearing up for playoff
By Bill Docherty'
The Kean College ice hockey
team is preparing for the
Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey
Conference playoffs that will start
during the second week in March .
It will be the Cougars' third trip to
the playoffs in as many seasons and
thi s appears to be the first time they
will mount a serious challenge for
the conference championship.
The Cougars wi 11 have to combine a high powered offense,
mobile defense corps and consistent goaltending if they hope to save
a road to glory. Kean's first forward
line consists of center Rich Masini,
left-wing Howie Krieswirth and right
wing Ted Plaskon . Masini and
Krieswirth are among the league's
top scorers, while Paskon is regaining his scoring touch after an earlyseason injury. Center Chris Finkle
and wingers Joe Gerbasio and Marco Viteri form the team's number

two line. Thi s line has been very hot
as of late and their play will be
crucial in the post-season games.
Senior center Chris Monticello,
along with juniors, Marc Manfre
and Dave Kelton play on Kean 's
checking line and having all been
performing consistently throughout
the season. White providing solid
defensive play, they also pose a formidable scoring threat. Freshman
forwards Greg Bartiramo, Tom Black
and Russ O 'Neill have been playing
on the fourth line and are supplying some much needed·support to
the other lines.
The Cougar's defense is led by
captains Ed Shuman and John Hall.
Shuman, a senior, and Hall provide
solid play in their own zone while
they both possess heavy slap shots
o n the point. Senior Greg Ga lanos
and ju niors Tim Blohm and Bill
Docherty will be relied on heavily
· and must come through with good
efforts in the playoffs. Kean's last

The Cougars wil l face Rutgers
University on Sunday night at South
Mountain Arena in their fina l league
contest. The game will have serious
playoff implications because if Kean
wins they will clinch second place
in their division. A second place
finish would give them a buy in the
first round of the playoffs..

EG

Indoor Soccer
Team entries will still be accepted
up until Friday, February 27 at 4:00
p.m . for those interested in playing
indoor soccer. Pick up an entry form
from the Department of IntramuralRecreational Sports, DJ\ngola Gym, .
Room 104.

of burglary.
With the past painfully behind
him, Czyz began to concentrate on
boxing again and in Sept. of '86 he
defensemen is freshman Joe Griffo, received a shot at IBF Light
whose play has been a pleasant sur- Heavyweight Champion Slobodan
prise this year and he could do Kacar. Czyz impressively pounded
the Yugoslavian into submission in
some damage in the playoffs.
the 5th round. In hi s first title
Freshman George Ferrari and defense the Wanaque, NJ resident
sophomore Mike Ullman will share pulverized David Sears in only 61
the goaltending duties and will be seconds. Last weekend Czyz survivcalled on to come up with some top ed a first round knockdown to halt
performances. Teams win cham- . Willie Edwards in Round 2 with a
pionships with strong goaltending crushing right.
and therefore Kean's goalies will be
Now after a dreadful past 3 years
left with a heavy burden. Soph- Bobby Czyz stands on the horizon
omore Dave Pita has improved
greatly over the course of the season
and can be counted on to back up
the other two netminders.

Eniry Deadiine
and Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, March 3
D;,\ngola Gym - Room 104
1:40 P.M. - (College Hour)

;/oftball

Entry Deadline
and Organizational Meeting
Tuesday, March 17 - D;,\ngola Gym
Room 104 - 1:40 P.M.
(College Hour)
Team Captain
Must Attend!

'

Team Captain Must Attend!
$10.00 Forfeit Fee Requested
Prior To Start Of Play

$10.00 Forfeit Fee Required
Prior To Start Of Play

Expanded Hours
Please n~te the addHiona l hours for Informal Recreation listed below:
East Campus Exercise R.oom New Hours: Monday.:rh ursday 10:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Friday· 10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
East Campus Gymnasium: Monday.:rhursday 12:00-3:00 p.m.

of big money titl e fights with WBA
Champ Marvin Johnson, possibly a
rematch with Mustapha Hamshu
and ultimately Thomas Hearns, if
the Hitman is successful in lifting
the WBC crown from Englishman
Dennis Andries in Detroit on March
7.
But cou ld there ever be consolation for that hellish June night in
1983? Unfortunately not, yet Bobby
Czyz is somehow proving that life
must go on.
Lloyd Honeyghan, who shocked
the boxing world with hi s 6 round
TKO over previously unbeaten
Donald Curry last fall, scored
another impressive knockout this
past weekend. Combining electrifying hand speed, deceptive power
and unstoppable agression, the
undefeated 26 year old WBC and
IBF Welterweight Chapion of Great
Britain easily and impressively
dispatched of an outclassed Johhny
Bumphus before a vocal hometown
London , England crowd in the
Wembley Convention Center.
Honeyghan's kayo kept a possible
unification bout with American
Olympian and WBA titlei st Mark
Breland very much alive. Brela nd,
who was seated at ringside, was
unimpressed with Honeyghan's performance. "He didn't show me
anything tonight. With hi s wild
punches he left himself wide open
to be hit," observed Breland .
Breland , who unimpressively
spilled a South African stiff named
Harold Volbrecht to quietyly capture the WBA Welterweight crown,
shoufd, for his own good, more
seriously consider Honeyghan 's
notorious

talen t .

\n

the

ring

Honeyghan is truly a relentless
beast, unafraid of nobody with a
burning desire to hurt somebody. " I
was ready to eat him alive. I just
wanted to kill him," admitted
· Honyghan after t~e Bumphus
. Burial. The recipient of many easy
·contests against incompetent opposition , Breland may suffer an
extremely painful new experi ence
against this beast named Lloyd
Honeyghan . . . . Nicaraguan legend
, Alexis Arguello, the former WBA
Featherweight, WBC Jr. Lightweight
and WBA Lightweight champion
was in Atlantic City last Saturday
. and has ended his illustrious career.

Sweet revenge to
represent Kean

Fred Munoz, Ed Tampianoc, Bi ll
Feehan and Mike Brennan got their
sweet revenge last Tuesday, February
17th as they regained their 3 on 3
Schick Superhoops'· championship
title. Having been the Kean
representative two years ago, the
team is ready to travel to William
Paterson for a shot at the big apple
regional title Sunday, March 8.
Schick Super Hoops is an open
intramural three-on-three tournament played on a half court area.
Each team consists of three players
with one substitute allowing a fourman roster. Each game consists of
two eight minute halves, where,
when applicable, NCAA rules are
applied. To start each half and after
a basket has been scored or a foul
ca lled, the ball is put into play from
the imaginary "check" line above
the foul key.
Within the two eight-minute
halves, experienced and skilled
teams such as sweet revenge and

•

the second place force 3 M's were
able to socre as high as 50 points
per game. Both sweet revenge and
force 3M's had to play five games
in the two hour single elimination
tournament that began with eleven
teams to face each other for the
final.
All teams played hard and fair and
the department would like to thank
those participants for their cooperation and participation . Again, congratulations to sweet revenge and
good luck at the regionals.

Auxiliary Gymnasium
The i;luxiliary gymnasium is not
scheduled for informal recreation
this semester. However, it will be
9.pemi during the course of the
semester should the demand arise
based on the extent of usage of the
main gymnasium.

